Conference Fares

What are conference fares?
The GWR conference fare is an exclusive fare available to venues and conference organisers that offers savings of up to 80% on rail tickets.

How does it work?
GWR will provide the organiser or venue with a URL and assets to host on their webpage promoting the conference. These are then used by the delegate to purchase a return ticket. They will need to carry proof of attendance to the conference and present it to an onboard manager.

The ticket has a fixed departure time and date and a flexible return date and time. Both legs of the journey must be in the same class and the ticket is non-refundable.

Which destinations?
The conference fare is available to 14 destinations:

Bristol - Digby & Sowton - St Austell - Bath - Exeter - Swansea - Cardiff
Newport - Torquay - Cheltenham - Oxford - Totnes - Chippenham - Plymouth
Exclusions

- Conference fare is not available for London inbound travel
- The fare may not be available between stations that are too close to one another
- The fare is **only** available on GWR routes and services.

Find out more:
Email salesenquiries@gwr.com or go to GWR.com